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COURSE FLYER & SYLLABUS 
Python Web Development with Django 
 

 

Course Description 

Django is the most popular and most mature Python web development framework around. It makes it easier to build better 

Web apps more quickly and with less code. Building web sites with Django is not just smart and efficient, but fun too! 

This course is for candidate who wants to learn Django from scratch and work through a fully functional Project. This course is 

apt for those who have been working on Python and intend to move the expertise to the web. Through the ORM framework 

candidate can achieve relatively complex functionality quite rapidly.  

This Python Web App Development with Django Training Course will give existing Python developers great hands -on 

experience building robust, commercial web applications with the Django framework.  

This training helps candidates through the development of a fully functional and useful product (an e-commerce site) candidate 

will learn test driven development, how to write maintainable code, efficient Git branching, and much more, all while focusing 

on the software engineering practices that go into developing great software.  

Who Should Attend  

Python developers who want to benefit from the functionality of the Django web app framework in order to rapidly build, test 

and deploy commercial-quality web apps. 

Pre - requisites  

Delegates should have attended our Python Programming course or have equivalent Python coding experience.  

Modules Covered 

 Introduction to Django 

 Getting started with Django 

 Django URL Patterns and Views 

 Django Forms 

 Django & REST APIs 

 Unit Testing with Django 

Post Training Program (CODEC Networks Specialty) 

 One Live Project Work 

 Hand-over Labs & Practical's Checklist for review 

 Discount Vouchers up to 15 - 25% for further training 

 

Course Duration 

 Fast Track : 5 Days (6 Hours/Day) 

 Regular Track : 3 Weeks (2.5 Hours/Day) 

 

Kits Include 

 Pre-course technical evaluation 

 Training Material (E-Books) 

 Excellence Certificate from CODEC Networks 

 

Trusted Mentor in Your True Success 
Join us Today, Get Trained by Industry Experts with Live Industry Exposure    


